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ONE TEMPLATE HEART 
Foundation Paper Piecing Pattern – Freebook

3“, 3.5“, 4“, 4.5“, 5“, 5.5“ & 6“ block



designed by AnneT neurodiverse creative chaos @nd_creativechaos

HI THERE, FELLOW SEWING ENTHUSIAST! 
As much as I love that you can sew the most complex and 
figurative patterns with foundation paper piecing – every 
now and then I need a quick and easy sew, only one template 
and I’m done. And yes, there are probably a gazillion free 
heart patterns already out there but most of those I saw have 
the heart touching the very edge of the block and I wanted 
one with some space between the heart and the edge of the 
block. This way the heart pops out more when you sew it to 
other blocks.  

You can use this block with its seven different sizes in various 
projects: a mini quilt, a draw string as a gift bag for a loved 
one or a cute little pouch front. The 6“ size is great for mug rugs, the 4.5“ size fits perfectly 
into your next charm pack project. And how about a cute sidebar with several 3“ hearts for a 
placemat or in the border of your next table runner? The possibilities are endless!  !   

RECOMMENDATIONS 
✦  When printing the pattern, make sure you do not choose ‚fit to page‘ in 

your printer settings. Set the printer to ‚actual size‘, ‚with no scaling‘ or 
‚100% scale‘  (phrasing may differ depending on your printer). You can also 
check this 1” scale block for accuracy.  

✦  Shorten the stitch length on your sewing machine to at most 2.0 or less. 
This way the paper gets more perforated when you sew and will be easier to tear off at the 
end. Backstitch at the start and the end of each line. This will keep your seams secure 
when you tear off the paper. 

✦  The pattern has a ¼“ seam allowance, make sure all of it is covered with fabric when you 
sew (best a bit more, you can trim it down later). 

✦  If you want to make the pattern in a different size as provided, you can scale the pages to 
your desired size. Please be aware that the ¼“ seam allowance then will no longer be 
accurate. Ignore this line and draw your own at ¼“. 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS 
This pattern can be made with just a few cotton scraps from your stash. The exact amount 
of required fabric depends both on your chosen FPP method and on your size choice. 

I recommend using not too bulky fabric such as canvas or denim as it may be hard to get 
nice crispy points and flat seams with it. 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